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Measuring the Atomic or,
Molecular Mass of a Gas
with aifire Gauge and atutane Lighter Fluid Can
George M. Bodner and Lenard J. Magginnis
Purdue University, West Lafayette. IN 47907

In the course of comoiline a cnllection of more than 100 eas
law demonstrations,' we h&e developed a simple, inexpen&e
annaratus based on a butane liehter fluid can and a standard
tkk pressure gauge that can 6e used for several lecture or
lahoratom
includine the measurement of the
. exneriments.
.
atomic or molecular mass of a gas.
The Mass of Alr or the Dependence of Pressure on the Mass
of a Gas
Hopkins has shown how to demonstrate the mass of air2
andlor the dependence of the pressure of air on the mass of
the sample3 using a tire pressure gauge and an empty aerosol
can to which a tire valve stem has been soldered. Our experience with gas-law experiments based on butane lighter fluid
cans* suggested that there would be several advantages to
using a butane can for these demonstrations.
I ) Hutane cans already rontain a valve.
2) Thcae cans are built to sustain renronahly large pressures hecause the vapor pressure of butane approaches 5 atm at temperatures as low as 35%
3) The self-sealing valve an the butane can allows one to evacuate
the can and then fill the can with gas from a compressed gas
cylinder. These demonstrations are therefore no longer restricted to just "air."
T o demonstrate the mass of air, connect the stem of an
empty butane lighter fluid can to a vacuum pump with
thick-wall rubber tubing. Turn on the pump and depress the
valve stem. therebv o ~ e n i n ethe can t o the vacuum numn.
Once the valve stem-is ;eleaseh and t h e m automaricaliy seals
itself, the "empty" can is weighed to the nearest r0.001 g with
an analytical balance. The valve stem is then depressed, allowing air to enter the can, and rhe weieht
- of the can filled with
air ismeasured.
In order t o demonstrate the dependence of the pressure of
a gas on the mass of the sample,bne of the plastk adapters
that come with butane lighter fluid cans must be modified so
that it fits snugly inside a standard tire pressure gauge as
shown in Figure 1.This can be done by cutting off the tip of
the adapter-with a hacksaw, and then shaping the adapter
with a file.
The can is then evacuated. and the weieht of the emotv can
plus adapter is measured. short lengtcof rubber t;bfng is
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Figure 1.The pressme of the gas in a butane lighter fluid can be measured expwimsntally by modifying one of the plastic adaptwsthet come wkh these cans
so MBt it flts snugly into a tire pressure gauge.
attached to a two-stage pressure regulator on a compressed
gas cylinder, and the regulator is adjusted to a pressure of
45-60 psi. The cylinder is opened to purge the rubber tubing,
the evacuated butane can is connected to the rubber tubing,
and the valve stem on the can is depressed, thereby filling the
can a t a gauge pressure of 30-45 psi.
The can is then weighed t o *0.001 g and the pressure is
measured to f 1 psi with a tire pressure gauge as shown in
Figure 1. The valve stem is depressed for 1or 2 s to allow a
small amount of gas to escape, and the pressure and weight
measurements are repeated. This process is repeated until the
pressure falls below the 10-12 psi minimum of the tire pressure eauee. (We have obtained as manv as 35 measurements
of pressure and weight in a single trial.) he valve stem is then
de~ressedfor a t least 30 s, to allow the oressure inside the can
toieach atmospheric pressure, and the can is weighed once
more.
If a compressed gas cylinder is not available, this demonstration can be done by connecting the evacuated butane can
to a second can filled with butane, and simultaneously depressing both valve stems. (Be sure to hold the empty butane
can upside down so that no liquid butane is transferred.)
l l p i c a l results for argon are given in the tsble. These data,
as win as results for sa&les of helium. oxveen.
.- .and "butane."'5
are shown in Figure 2.A least-squares analysis was used to fit
these data to a straight line. The linear regression correlation
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The Dependence of the Pressure of a Gas on the Ma% of the Gas
In a Butane Liahter Fluid Can
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Compound
argon

Mass
of Can

of Gasa

Gauge
Pressureb

34.299 g

1.026 g

52 psi

34.227
34.151
34.064
33.996
33.916
33.864
33.797
33.771
33.713
33.644
33.481
33.271

0.956
0.880
0.793
0.725
0.645
0.593
0.526
0.500
0.442
0.373
0.210

49
44
39
34
29
25
21
19
19
11

Mass

o

Least
Squares
Equationr
P = -12.81

+ 64.33rn

Atomic
Massd
42 glmol

"0"

evacuated

At 27% Md 0.9826 atlmsphWB pressure.
saw pressure 01 me gas is zero when me gar reaches atlmsphsrio pressure.

-
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volume of exactly 4 11oz (0.1 183 L) atthe conditions (27°C and 09828atm) under which
mis =~p,imsnt done.

coefficient was 0.997 for butane and 0.999for the other three
gases.
.
Since gauge pressure is zero when the pressure of the gas
is equal to atmospheric pressure, these data should extrapolate
to zero grams of gas at a gauge pressure of -14.6 lblin2. Experimentally, we find that these data extrapolate to an average
gauge pressure of -12.6 psi, which suggests a small systematic
error in these measurements, probablv associated with the tire
pressure gauge.
Measuring the Atomlc or Molecular Mass o f an Unknown
Gas
The mmt important advantage of using butane lighter fluid
cans for this experiment is the ease with which data can be
collected using such an apparatus and then analyzed to de-
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Figure 2. A plm of the mass of the gas in the butane can versus the gauge
pressure for samples of helium, oxygen, argon, and "butane." The average of
the xintwcepts for these four lines is -12.6 psi. Theatomic/molecuiar weights
shown in lhis figure were obtained by enrapalating these data to estimate the
mass of each gas present at 0 gauge pressure, and then dividing lhis mass by
the number of moles of gas calculated from ideal gas behavia.

termine the atomic or molecular mas8 of the gas. The key to
this measurement is determining the number of moles of gas
in a sample of known mass. The experimental atomic or molecular masses given in Figure 2 were determined by extrapolating the experimental data to estimate the mass of each gas
that would be present a t atmospheric pressure (0 gauge
pressure), and then dividing this mass by the number of moles
of gas in the sample assuming ideal gas behavior and a volume
for the butane lighter fluid can of exactly 4 fl oz.
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